
All you need to know to 
start losing your friends in 
The Award Winning Game.

A GAME BY

Visit our website: awardwinninggame.com

Learn the game in under 60 seconds!QUICKPLAY



...if you're on your first turn, since 
there's practically nothing to manage.

ACTION PHASE

COMPETING FOR AN AWARD/ACCOUNT

1 2

The second part of your turn will be the Action Phase, where you will do the following in order:

Draw a card from the 
Asset Deck and add it 
to your hand. Don’t let 
anyone else see it!

Draw a card from the Game deck and place it face-up on 
the table. If the card is an      Event, follow the instructions 
provided and discard afterwards. If the card is either an 
     Account or      Award, everyone will begin competing for it.

MANAGEMENT PHASE

Get your income

Collect your earnings from 
     Accounts. Accounts without the required skills 
for upkeep are discarded for no income is gained. 
Alternatively, players may choose to hire creatives 
to maintain them.

Pay your dues

Pay up           for every creative 
you have under your employ. If you cannot afford 
salaries, you must either sell cards on hand at           
per card or fire the unpaid creatives.

RENEW EXPENDED 
SKILLS

All expended skill tokens that have been set aside 
are now usable again.

$1k

$1k

Starting from the player who drew the card, each player can 
choose to compete by “bidding” with the number of skill 
tokens as specified (or more) under the card’s requirements. 
Tokens used are considered expended, must be set aside and 
cannot be used until your next turn. After you are done bidding, 
the next player in a clockwise fashion is allowed to make the 
next bid.

Continued on next page

1. The player who draws 
first competes first

SKIP tHIS PHASE...

Your turn begins with the Management Phase. (For the lucky player who starts first, you will skip this 
phase since you have neither income, hired creatives nor used skills.) Here is what you will do:OVERVIEW

SETTING UP

STARTING OUT

Set up your own agency.

Pitch for accounts and earn money.

Expand by hiring creatives and sabotaging 
other players.

Gain the competence (or despicability) to 
compete for and win awards.

1
2

4
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1. Pick a player card

Each player chooses a Player 
card at random. Place card 
face-up in front of you – that’s 
your character for the game.

Start by deciding who begins first – we recommend 
starting from the youngest. Gameplay is turn-based, 
and continues in a clockwise fashion thereafter.

2. Collect your 
resources

Collect skill tokens and cash 
according to your Player card’s 
statistics and wealth.

3. Setting the Decks

Shuffle the Game Deck and 
Asset Deck and place them 
onto the center of the table 
face down. Each player draws 
3 cards from the Asset Deck 
and keep them in hand.

INSTRUCTIONS

Each player’s turn proceeds with the following 
phases: the Management and the Action phases.

Cash
Asset Deck (Black back)

Advertising

Design Technology
Draw 3 AssetGame Deck

cards each(Yellow Back)

$1k

HOW TO WIN

Earn the mantle of Award Winning Agency 
by being the first player to win 3 awards!



Requirements

When players begin 
competing, they must first 
satisfy its requirements and 
“bid” with the skill tokens as 
specified under this section.

Bonus

To compete, players stack 
their own bids with skills 
allowed under this section.

CONDITIONS

Several      Accounts and 
     Awards contain 
conditions on who can 
participate, or additional 
effects on acquirement.

UPKEEP

Players must set aside the 
specified skill tokens in order to 
maintain accounts.      Accounts 
that cannot be maintained 
must be discarded.

INCOME

Income collection from 
     Accounts occurs once 
every turn, during the player’s 
Management Phase.

EVENT DESCRIPTION

In the world of The Award 
Winning Game, shit happens 
in equal measure with 
opportunities.      Event cards 
provide the ups and downs of 
your journey to forging an 
award-winning agency.

AWARDS

CARD & COMPONENT TYPES
GAME DECK
Contains Awards, Accounts & Events. Yellow backing.

ACCOUNTS

EVENTS

Award includes a cash price of           
and two Asset Cards.

$2k

AWARD ENTRY

REQUIREMENTS

BONUS

Agency servicing Pipes' account is not 
eligible. What's the difference, though?

PITCH REQUIREMENTS

UPKEEP

PER TURN

$1,000

BONUS

EVENT

Off to 
Greener 
Pastures

A creative (of your choosing) has decided 
to leave. Other agencies (beginning from 

your left) can choose to hire them. 
If unemployed, their namecard is discarded.

OTHER THINGS YOU CAN DO DURING ACTION PHASE

This is done by placing their 
     Name Cards face-up beside 
your Player card. Pay up           
and collect the skill tokens 
according to their stats. 
Remember to pay them at 
the start of each turn!

You may discard      Account 
cards and free up skills to be 
used however you see fit.

$1k

You may trade in any cards 
on hand for           each. And 
yes, even the      Name Cards... 

$1k

SELL CARDS
ON HAND

3. The highest bid wins

The winning player must place the card face-up beside their Player card. For      Accounts, 
the winner must allocate skills as stipulated under the upkeep section of the card for 
maintenance, while      Awards can be placed down and forgotten about. The      Account's 
dollar value is collected as income at the start of the player's next turn.

2. Outbid your competitors

To compete against other players, you must outbid them by offering more skills as 
stipulated under the bonus section of the card. Matching existing bids isn’t allowed. For 
example:      Accounts that benefit from only    Advertising will not accept any additional 
     Design or      Technology tokens apart from its minimum requirements. Steps 1 and 2 
will repeat until no more bids are offered.

4. The original player’s turn continues

After the      Account or      Award is acquired or discarded, the original player may 
continue with their Action Phase. If a player draws an      Account and no one competes 
for it during the entire turn, the card will be considered discarded.

Hire 
Creatives

Send yourself for training and 
gain a skill token permanently 
at the cost of          .$4k

LEARN 
NEW SKILLS

DROP
ACCOUNTS

While other players can participate in competing for an      Account or      Award, only the player within their 
Action Phase can do the following in no particular order:

UsING Scandal & Trump cards.

Unless otherwise stated on the cards, you 
may use      Scandal &      Trump cards any 
time, even when it’s not your turn.

And after everything...

You will end your turn with a maximum of 5 cards on hand. Excess 
must be sold or – if you’re feeling charitable – donated to the 
discard pile.



ESSENTIAL RULES

FAQ

1. Always pay your creatives first upon hiring them.

2. Unless otherwise stated,      Trump and 
      Scandal cards can be played any time.

3. While competing for      Accounts /      Awards, only 
the player who drew the card can perform actions 
such as hiring creatives or dropping accounts.

4. When the      Account or      Award states that it is 
only eligible for agencies with a number of 
agencies, that also includes the Player character.

4. If no one competes for an      Account, it will de 
facto be awarded to the player who drew it, but 
only if they can meet the upkeep requirements.

5. You may sell cards on hand at           each during 
your turn.

6. You can have a maximum of 5 cards on hand at 
the end of your turn. Excess must be sold for           . 

7. You can send your player to training at          to 
permanently gain one skill token of your choice 
during your turn.

8. If you are in debt due to the actions of another 
player, you must repay the debt however way you 
can, such as selling away cards on hand or firing 
creatives to raise the amount. If you still cannot 
settle the debt, the remaining amount is waived.

$1k

$1k

$1k

So here’s the deal: Another player passed on an 
Account/Award card he drew, so I went for it… 
Only to have him compete for it AFTER I’d already 
done so! Is this allowed?

Nope. Once you're out, you're out for good. Kick 'em 
in the crotch for being a douchebag.

When can I fire my employees?

During the Management Phase. And yes, you can be a 
jerk and forego payIng their salary when you fire them.

Speaking of salary… Can I -really- choose not to pay 
Mark Spoiler any salary? For as long as I want?

There’s a special place in hell for people like you, 
you know. Also, yes.

What the — A player just used the “A Fresh Start” 
card on themself!

Smart move. Remember, Scandal cards can be used 
on anyone, including yourself. 

Ah-hah! Someone just used a “Bribe the Judges” 
card while competing for an award. If I use my 
“Host Awards Show” card now, I’ll receive 
his bribe, right? 

Nice try, but no. You becoming a judge is only after 
the bribes have been made, which means you get 
zilch.

Argh… Can I at least trade cards with other players 
then?

You could - as long as rules are not broken in the 
process. Fair warning though, this will probably 
make the game longer.

Hmm, I’ve just won an Account that has the 
condition where only agencies with two or less 
employees are eligible for it. Does this mean that 
I’ll lose the Account if I hire more creatives?

Nope. These conditions only apply to the 
competing process - once you win an Account, 
those conditions can be ignored. 

CONDITIONS

Certain      Scandal and      Trump cards can only be 
played under certain conditions as specified. As a rule 
of thumb,      Scandal cards are played on others, while 
     Trump cards are played on yourself.

Skills

Creatives bring their own skillsets to 
the table. Collect the number of skills 
as specified in this section when hiring 
creatives, and likewise relinquish them 
when they leave. Each creative (with a 
very special exception) must be paid 
         during the Management Phase. 
Failure to do so will lead to 
their departure.

Skills & MONEY

Each character have 
their own starting traits 
and wealth. Collect 
number of skills and 
cash as specified at the 
start of the game. You 
may improve your skills 
during your turn at 
         per token.

SCANDALS

PLAYER CARDS

ASSET DECK
Contains Scandals, Trumps, and Namecards. Black backing.

OTHERS

TRUMPS NAME CARDS

Janie Helvetica
+75 2832 1128
i.hate@comic.sans

USED DURING YOUR TURN

Earn   $1k   for every unallocated skill token you 
currently possess, up to a maximum of   $8k. 

You may not use these skill tokens again 
until the start of the next turn.

MOON 
LIGHTING

TRUMP CARD

Blackmail
SCANDAL CARD

USED ON ANY PLAYER ANY TIME

For each account they have, target player 
must pay you $2k, to a maximum of $5k. For 
every $1k they can’t pay, they must pass you 

one card from their hand.

“Insert funny quote here, indeed!”

CREATIVE
DIRECTOR
STARTING CASH

SKILLS
45 Advertising
45 Design
45 Technology

MONEY
50 $1000 notes

$1k

$4k



1. Place the Asset and Game decks in the centre.
2. Pick a Player card each then collect the relevant skills and cash.
3. Each player is dealt 3 asset cards face down.

SET UP
QUICK PLAY

DURING YOUR TURN
1. Manage your finances:
i. Pay employees, get paid by      Accounts, and 

renew your expended skills.
ii. Not required for your first turn.

[refer to pg. 3 for more details]

2. Play your cards:
i. Buy skills, use your Asset cards to hire 

creatives, gain bonuses or sabotage your 
rivals. [refer to pg. 4 for more details] 

ii. Add an Asset Deck card to your hand.
iii. Open a Game Deck card and place it face up 

by the side.

3a. Opening an Event card:
i. Follow the card’s instructions.
ii. Continue playing your cards or end your turn.

3b. Opening an      Account or      Award card:
i. Make a bid with the number of skill tokens as 

specified under the card’s requirements or 
forfeit your bid.

ii. All players (including you) take turns to offer 
bigger bids with extra skills stipulated under 
the bonus section of the card. 

iii. When only the highest bidder is left, they will 
take the      Account or      Award card.

iv. Continue playing your cards or end your turn.
[refer to pg. 3-4 for more details] 

i. Keep up to 5 cards, sell or discard the rest.
ii. The next player starts their turn from step 1.

ENDING YOUR TURN

Recommended Game Set-up
Discards
(Asset)

Asset Deck Game Deck Discards
(Game)

Creatives

Player Card Awards

MoneyAccounts (With skills for Upkeep)

Skills (Expended and available)


